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Fig. 1. Inkspire supports designers to prototype product designs through sketching. Using Inkspire, designers can ideate analogical
design concepts (a), generate designs through sketching and transform them back into sketches (b), and visualize designs in realistic
settings. Designers can view how the designs have evolved over time (c).
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1 INTRODUCTION

We have seen significant progress in the capabilities of text-to-image (T2I) models, many of which are now able to
synthesize ultra-realistic images using text [2, 9, 12]. These models not only accelerate the process of converting
thoughts into visuals but also create serendipitous moments for users to be pleasantly surprised. Recent research has
also opened up new possibilities for translating one image representation into another, such as transforming a sketched
drawing into detailed designs or transforming skeletal poses into full-body portraits, enabling an additional channel of
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Fig. 2. Inkspire system overview, including Sketch2Design, Design2Sketch, and Design2Real. Inkspire completes the iterative sketch-
to-design-to-sketch feedback loop and visualizes designs situated in realistic scenes.

control for image generation beyond text [15]. Consequently, many designers have begun embracing the use of T2I
models to support and enhance their creative work.

However, despite the capabilities T2I models unlock, their integration into the designer’s creative process is not
without its challenges. To understand these challenges, we conducted a comprehensive day-long exchange session
with automotive designers, discussing how T2I models can be incorporated into their work. They outlined their design
process, from conceptualizing a car design based on a specific theme to producing realistic renderings of the vehicle in
various scenes for presentation to stakeholders, highlighting both the benefits and limitations of T2I models. Overall,
we identified three primary challenges:

C1 Designers often begin a design project from an abstract core theme, such as a car that embodies a sense of
"protectiveness." However, they found that T2I models struggle to interpret such abstract concepts, leading to
unsatisfactory results.

C2 Designers emphasize that iteration is crucial to the design process. Yet, they feel that the experience of using
T2I models is a one-way process. They continually generate new designs, akin to a slot machine, but find it
challenging to build upon previously generated ones.

C3 Designers often end a design project by situating their design in a realistic scene, which helps stakeholders
visualize the design more clearly. However, we observed that designers created car renderings in a modeling
engine and then manually constructed a surrounding scene in a laborious process by creating and placing
individual elements such as roads, trees, and pedestrians.

To address these challenges, we created Inkspire. Using Inkspire, designers can brainstorm analogical design ideas from
abstract themes (C1), generate designs with T2I models through sketching and transform previously generated designs
back into sketches to continue building on top of them (C2), and visualize designs in realistic settings (C3).

2 INKSPIRE

The Inkspire system consists of three main components: Sketch2Design, Design2Sketch, and Design2Real (Figure 2).

2.1 Sketch2Design

The Sketch2Design component helps users brainstorm design concepts and generate product designs through sketching
(Figure 3). First, the user specifies the subject that they are designing for (e.g., car) and an initial abstract concept (e.g.,
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Fig. 3. Sketch2Design pipeline, including (a) concept generation, (b) sketch-guided design generation, and (c) foreground extraction.

protective). To brainstorm more concrete design ideas for the abstract concept, we leverage Large Language Models
(LLMs) [3] to generate analogical inspirations (Figure3a). Prior work has found that breaking down a problem into
smaller steps can improve the correctness of the LLM’s responses [13]. We thus take a two-step approach.We first prompt
the LLM to detail the design principles for the given subject: Describe the key design principles in <subject>

design in one short paragraph. This also serves as context [7] for the LLM to generate more well-thought-out
inspirations in the Step 2. Given the design principles, we then prompt the LLM to generate inspirations from the domains
of nature, architecture, and fashion: You are a <subject> designer. The design principles in <subject>

design are as follows: <design principles from Step 1>. Brainstorm analogical inspirations for

<subject> design to convey a sense of <concept> from one of the following domains: nature,

architecture, or fashion. We empirically found prompting specifically for the domains of nature, architecture,
and fashion to lead to particularly interesting inspirations (Figure 1a). The user may select a recommended inspiration
and continue branching out to explore further inspirations.

After selecting a design inspiration, the user may create product designs by sketching on a canvas. The user may
start off with as little as a single stroke (Figure 3b). Using ControlNet [15] to guide Stable Diffusion [12], we generate a
product design guided by the stroke. The user may continue adding additional strokes. Each time a stroke is drawn, we
generate a new design, making the creation process iterative and implicitly encouraging users to focus on sketching
instead of on engineering text prompts (i.e., the current paradigm of working with T2I models). We maintain the same
initial seed between generations to maintain consistency and for speedy generations. The user may click the "remix"
button to change to a different seed and generate varied designs. Finally, we remove unnecessary backgrounds from the
generated design using a foreground extraction method [10] (Figure 3c).

2.2 Design2Sketch

The Design2Sketch component helps users build on top of previously generated designs by converting them into sketches
(Figure 4). Given the converted sketch, the user may visualize it as an underlay on their canvas, similar to tracing paper
[1]. This enables the user to draw inspiration from aspects of the previously generated designs and also helps them
overcome the challenge of starting with a blank canvas [5], especially during the early stages of sketching. The user
can continue iterating through sketching, completing the sketch-to-design-to-sketch feedback loop. We introduce a
novel approach for converting designs to sketches. First, we perform semantic segmentation on the design [6]. Given
the segmentation map, we then draw the boundaries (Figure 4a). Second, we extract soft edges from the design [14]
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Fig. 4. Design2Sketch pipeline, including (a) semantic segmentation, (b) soft edge extraction, and (c) finding their intersection.

Fig. 5. Design2Real pipeline, including (a) realistic prompt and scale generation, (b) depth estimation, and (c) outpainting.

(Figure 4b). Finally, we take the intersection between the segmentation map boundaries and the extracted soft edges
as the sketch (Figure 4c). This approach combines the best of both worlds from segmentation and edge extraction: It
focuses on the design’s main structural lines and eliminates the redundant lines caused by texture, which is a limitation
of edge extraction methods [4, 14], while creating varying thickness and opacity of lines to achieve a sketch-style look.

2.3 Design2Real

The Design2Real component helps users visualize how a generated design would look in a realistic environment (Figure
5). The component includes a pipeline of LLM prompting, rescaling, depth estimation, and outpainting. First, we prompt
the LLM to describe the subject in a realistic scenario (Figure 5a): Describe <subject> in its natural setting

in one short sentence. We also prompt the LLM to reason an appropriate scale for the main subject: How much

of the picture would <subject> typically cover in a photograph? Give a percentage. We rescale the
design accordingly (Figure 5b). Second, we generate a depth map of the design with a depth estimation method [11].
This serves as an approximation of the design’s 3D structure. Finally, given the depth map and the prompt describing
the subject in a realistic scenario, we outpaint the image (Figure 5c). Given the 3D approximation from the depth map,
we are able to plant the design into a scene with realistic lighting and shadows.
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3 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

In this short paper, we introduce Inkspire, a system for designers to prototype product designs through sketching.
Our next step is to evaluate our system with designers. Figure 1 shows our user interface. For future work, it may be
interesting to explore extending 2D designs into 3D models [8] and enabling sketch-based control of 3D models. We
hope Inkspire can support designers to more effectively co-create with T2I models.
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